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Abstract

The Hybrid approach introduced by the authors for at-site modeling of annual and periodic streamflows in earlier works is

extended to simulate multi-site multi-season streamflows. It bears significance in integrated river basin planning studies. This

hybrid model involves: (i) partial pre-whitening of standardized multi-season streamflows at each site using a parsimonious

linear periodic model; (ii) contemporaneous resampling of the resulting residuals with an appropriate block size, using moving

block bootstrap (non-parametric, NP) technique; and (iii) post-blackening the bootstrapped innovation series at each site, by

adding the corresponding parametric model component for the site, to obtain generated streamflows at each of the sites. It gains

significantly by effectively utilizing the merits of both parametric and NP models. It is able to reproduce various statistics,

including the dependence relationships at both spatial and temporal levels without using any normalizing transformations

and/or adjustment procedures. The potential of the hybrid model in reproducing a wide variety of statistics including the run

characteristics, is demonstrated through an application for multi-site streamflow generation in the Upper Cauvery river basin,

Southern India.
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1. Introduction

Integrated river basin planning, design and oper-

ation/management studies involve stochastic
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simulation of contemporaneous/concurrent stream-

flow sequences at several sites in a basin. These

simulations augment the description provided by the

observed streamflow records at various sites, which,

in most cases are limited in size. These synthetic

sequences serve as useful input in the design of

reservoirs, the evaluation of alternate operation

policies for a system of reservoirs within a river

basin considering multiple purposes/objectives, the

assessment of risk and reliability of water resources

system operation and the analysis of critical droughts
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at a regional scale, to mention a few. An ideal model

employed for stochastic simulation of multi-site

multi-seasonal streamflows should ensure the preser-

vation of summary statistics, dependence structure

(linear and non-linear), marginal distributions at

various temporal levels at each site, in addition to

cross-correlations among sites and summability

properties within and across sites.

Ever since Fiering (1964) proposed a two-station

multi-variate flow model, a number of multi-variate

time series models have been developed in hydrology

(e.g. Salas and Pegram, 1977; Bartolini et al., 1988;

Haltiner and Salas, 1988; Rasmussen et al., 1996).

Readers are referred to Camacho et al. (1983), Salas

et al. (1985), and Salas (1993) for review of the

development of multi-variate/multi-site time series

models in hydrology. Multi-variate vector periodic

AR/ARMA models necessitate the estimation of a

large number of parameters jointly so as to account for

the periodic space-time dependence structure. More-

over, parameter estimates may be unstable and may

lead to poor reproduction of some of the important

statistics. Furthermore, the goodness-of-fit tests for

the full multi-variate models are quite complex. This

motivated the development of contemporaneous

AR/ARMA models, wherein the diagonalization of

the parameter matrices allows ‘model decoupling’,

thereby avoiding the joint estimation of model

parameters and enabling univariate models to be

fitted at each site (Salas and Pegram, 1977). On the

other hand, the constraints imposed by the complex

structure of the individual site models may result in

infeasible cross-correlations among innovations.

Rasmussen et al. (1996) give a lucid presentation on

the problems associated with the different parameter

estimation methods used in modeling multi-variate

data in hydrology.

The need to preserve the statistical properties at

different time and space scales directed the develop-

ment of disaggregation models (Valencia and

Schaake, 1973; Mejia and Rousselle, 1976). A major

drawback of these disaggregation models is that they

require the estimation of excessive number of

parameters to achieve this. With a view to reduce

the number of parameters of multi-site, multi-season

disaggregation models and make them computation-

ally more amenable, staged disaggregation

models and condensed disaggregation models were
developed. While staged disaggregation models

(Lane, 1979, 1982; Salas et al., 1980; Stedinger and

Vogel, 1984; Grygier and Stedinger, 1988, 1990;

Santos and Salas, 1992) reduce the number of

parameters by disaggregating aggregate annual flows

at one or more sites to periodic flows at those and

other sites in two or more steps (stages or cascades),

the condensed disaggregation models (Lane, 1979,

1982; Stedinger and Pei, 1982; Pereira et al., 1984;

Oliveira et al., 1988; Stedinger et al., 1985; Grygier

and Stedinger, 1988) reduce the number of parameters

by explicitly modeling only a selected set of the

desired relationships among the seasonal flows

(lower-level variables).

The LAST computer package (Lane, 1979; Lane

and Frevert, 1990) incorporates staging and the use of

condensed models. However, it has two major draw-

backs, as pointed out by Grygier and Stedinger

(1988), one concerning the preservation of the high-

lag serial correlations and the other regarding the

summability of flows. The condensed disaggregation

model of Stedinger et al. (1985) explicitly reproduces

the correlations between monthly flows and annual

flows, the lower lag serial correlations within the year,

and the cross-correlations of concurrent flows at

different sites, but not the higher lag serial correlations

even within the same water year. The SPIGOT sto-

chastic streamflow package (Grygier and Stedinger,

1990) uses univariate and multi-variate generaliz-

ations of the temporal disaggregation model devel-

oped in Stedinger et al. (1985). Furthermore,

empirical adjustment procedures suggested by

Grygier and Stedinger (1988), have been incorporated

into SPIGOT (Grygier and Stedinger, 1990) in order

to restore summability of the disaggregate flows to the

aggregate flows, in the event of normalizing trans-

formations being applied to flows.

The model structure of the aforementioned linear

parametric models cannot reproduce non-linearities

inherent in the observed data. Moreover, the para-

metric models use normalizing transformations, that

range from the simple power transformations to

computationally involved Log Wilson–Hilferty trans-

formation, the ill-effects of which are well known.

In addition, these models are not appropriate for

simulating long-term persistence exhibited by the

observed streamflows. Models such as fractional

Gaussian noise, fast fractional Gaussian noise
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and broken line are suitable for modeling long-term

persistence of hydrological processes (related to the

observed tendency of the annual average streamflow

to stay above or below the mean value continuously

for long periods). However, these models have a

number of problems as pointed out by Koutsoyiannis

(2000).

In the last decade, further advancements have

been made in the parametric modeling front by

Koutsoyiannis (1992, 1999, 2000) and Koutsoyiannis

and Manetas (1996). Koutsoyiannis (1992) developed

a parsimonious non-linear multi-variate dynamic

disaggregation model (DDM) that follows a stepwise

approach for simulation of hydrologic series. This

involved two parts: (i) a linear step-by-step moments

determination; and (ii) an independent non-linear

partitioning. This model was shown to treat the

skewness of the lower-level variables explicitly,

without loss of additive property. Koutsoyiannis and

Manetas (1996) proposed another simpler multi-

variate disaggregation method, that retained the

parsimony in model parameters for lower-level

variables as in DDM (Koutsoyiannis, 1992), and

implemented accurate adjusting procedures to allo-

cate the error in the additive property, followed by

repetitive sampling to improve the approximations of

the statistics that are not explicitly preserved by the

adjustment procedures.

More recently, a generalized mathematical frame-

work for stochastic simulation and forecasting

problems in hydrology has been proposed by

Koutsoyiannis (2000). A generalized autocovariance

function is introduced and is implemented in a

generalized moving average generating scheme that

yields a new time-symmetric (backward–forward)

representation. A notable highlight of this model

framework is that unlike in the traditional stochastic

models, the number of model parameters, the type of

generation scheme and the type of autocovariance

function can be decided separately by the modeler.

This framework is shown to be appropriate for

stochastic processes with either short-term or long-

term memory. Koutsoyiannis (2001) proposed a

methodology for coupling stochastic models of

hydrologic processes applying to different time scales.

It is noted that DDM and the further developments

(Koutsoyiannis, 1992, 2000, 2001; Koutsoyiannis
and Manetas, 1996) perform reasonably well at the

verification stage.

In the last decade, non-parametric (NP) models

have been proposed in hydrologic literature (Lall,

1995) with a view to model the non-linearities inherent

in the data. The NP models resample observed

streamflow values either conditionally or randomly

with replacement. The resampled values are concate-

nated to form synthetic replicates. These models are

data-driven and hence can efficiently model the

skewness and other distributional characteristics of

the historical flows. Unlike traditional parametric

models, the NP models do not make assumptions

regarding the dependence structure and the form of the

probability density function of the observed hydro-

logic data. Examples of models in this category

include moving block bootstrap (MBB, Vogel and

Shallcross, 1996), k-nearest neighbor bootstrap (k-NN,

Lall and Sharma, 1996; Rajagopalan and Lall, 1999;

Kumar et al., 2000), kernel based methods (Sharma et

al., 1997; Tarboton et al., 1998). However, raw NP

models such as MBB and k-NN can neither fill in the

gaps between the data points in the observed record

nor extrapolate beyond the observed data. In other

words, they tend to parse the data (no smoothing effect

is seen) and this defeats the purpose of streamflow

simulation. On the other hand, kernel based methods

could generate large negative values in the tails of the

distribution. Furthermore, these methods demand

enormous computational effort for the estimation of

bandwidth in higher dimensions (Prairie, 2002).

An alternate approach that is useful in accounting

for non-linearity in historical streamflows is model

based resampling. This approach demands the same

amount of effort involved in parametric modeling

framework for pre-whitening streamflows, since the

residuals extracted from the fitted parametric model

are resampled considering them as independent and

identically distributed. Pereira et al. (1984) and

Oliveira et al. (1988) randomly resampled residuals

for a multi-site disaggregation model of lag-one

annual flows. Tasker and Dunne (1997) suggest

blocked bootstrapped multi-site PARMA model,

wherein the residuals extracted from periodic auto-

regressive moving average model with log-transform-

ation (PARMA(1,1)-LT) fitted to observed monthly

streamflows at each site, are resampled using contempo-

raneous 12-month (or 1 year) non-overlapping
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blocks, with a view to model the complex cross-

correlation structure of the innovations. The syn-

thesized streamflows have been used in a position

analysis model for a water-supply storage and

delivery system in central New Jersey, USA. This

method requires the appropriate stochastic model

(normalizing transformation and model order) to be

identified to fit observed flows at the various sites. In

a typical case, normalizing transformation and model

order required may differ from site-to-site and from

month-to-month. Identification of the most appro-

priate model (including transformation) to fit histori-

cal monthly flows at all sites may not be an easy task

for a modeler, particularly often handicapped with

the limited length of observed records. If the exact

normalizing transformation for each period at each

site is applied, the issue of variable degree of non-

linearity arises during the inverse transformation

process, and this in turn, may distort the contem-

poraneous cross-correlation structure present in the

observed flows between the various sites.

Though a variety of methods have been proposed in

hydrologic literature for multi-site simulation of

streamflows, none of the methods seem to have gained

universal acceptability among practising engineers for

various water resources applications. This may either

be due to lack of confidence in the existing models, or

the inability to adopt models proposed in literature

because of their complexity or both. Consequently, the

practising hydrologists have resorted to simple tech-

niques that may not model the data adequately. A

candid example is the index sequential method (ISM),

a simple resampling strategy adopted by the United

States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) to generate

synthetic hydrology for the Colorado River Simulation

System (Kendall and Dracup, 1991; Ouarda et al.,

1997), despite its limitations. The Colorado River

basin policymakers have been using the ISM for more

than a decade to evaluate the effects of various policies

(both water quantity and water quality related) that

may be suggested for implementation (Prairie, 2002).

Thus, there is a pressing need for identification of a

multi-site simulation model that is efficient and at

the same time computationally simple to be readily

adopted by practising hydrologists in river basin

simulation and multi-reservoir operation studies.

Herein, with a view to develop a computationally

simple and efficient model for simulation of multi-site
streamflows, we have extended the post-blackening

approach (Davison and Hinkley, 1997) introduced by

Srinivas and Srinivasan (2000, 2001a,b) for single-

site modeling of streamflows. This hybrid approach is

simple in the sense that it does not have to deal with

the uncertainties associated with identification of

normalizing transformation, model selection and

parameter estimation tasks of the conventional

parametric approach. The hybridization helps in

acquiring complementary strengths from both the

parametric and the NP parts, enabling the reproduc-

tion of skewness and other marginal distributional

features and the preservation of the serial correlation

structure and the month-to-annual correlations. Suc-

cessful validation of single-site hybrid model has been

presented in Srinivas and Srinivasan (2000, 2001a,b)

at annual and periodic time scales, which include

preservation of long term drought and storage

characteristics. Moreover, Izzeldin and Murphy

(2000) have reported that the hybrid moving block

bootstrap is able to replicate the long-term time

dependencies in the observed time series. They have

suggested the use of this method for obtaining finite

sample critical values of modified rescaled range,

which is used to detect long memory in financial,

economic and hydrologic time series. In the context of

multi-site multi-season simulation of streamflows, the

contemporaneous resampling of overlapping yearly

blocks of residuals is expected to reproduce the cross-

correlation structure present in the historical stream-

flows, without trading off on the preservation of a

wide variety of statistics of interest at each site. Thus,

the resulting multi-site hybrid model is believed to

result in reasonable level of prediction of multi-site

critical run/drought characteristics.

The paper is organized into four sections. Algor-

ithms of the proposed Hybrid multi-site model

(HMM) and Tasker and Dunne (1997)’s multi-site

model (TDMM) are presented in Section 2. Following

this, HMM is used to simulate multi-site periodic

streamflows at selected gauging stations in the upper

Cauvery river basin, India, and a comparison of the

performance of the same with TDMM in stimulating

the stream flows is presented in terms of reproduction

of a wide variety of statistical attributes (verification)

and prediction of multi-site drought characteristics

(validation). Section 4 is devoted to summary and

conclusions.
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2. Algorithms

This section presents the algorithm of the Hybrid

Moving block bootstrap Multi-site model (HMM)

introduced in this study and the Multi-site model of

Tasker and Dunne (1997) abbreviated as TDMM.

In the presentation of the algorithms, bold upper case

letters will represent vectors and lower case letters

will represent the elements of the vectors.
2.1. Hybrid moving block bootstrap multi-site

model (HMM)

Let the observed (historical) streamflows be

represented by the vector Qk
v;t; where the superscipt

k denotes the site index (kZ1,.,ns), v is the index

for year (vZ1,.,N) and t denotes the index for

season (period) within the year (tZ1,.,u), ns

refers to the number of sites, N represents the

number of years of historical record and u denotes

the number of periods within the year. Note that, for

nsZ1, this algorithm reduces to single-site hybrid

periodic streamflow model proposed by Srinivas and

Srinivasan (2001a). The modeling steps involved are

as follows:

(i) Standardize the elements of the vector Qk
v;t

using Eq. (1)

yk
v;t Z

qk
v;t K �qk

t

sk
t

(1)

where �qk
t and sk

t are, respectively, the mean and the

standard deviation of the observed streamflows in

the period t at the kth site. The observed stream-

flows are not subjected to normalizing transform-

ation. This is done with a view to retain the

distributional features and non-linearity of the

observed flows as such in the residuals, allowing

the MBB to capture these features. Thus, the

advantage of the NP model is utilized effectively

in the hybrid multi-site model.

(ii) Pre-whiten the standardized historical stream-

flows, Yk
v;t; partially, using a simple periodic auto-

regressive model of order one (PAR(1)), and extract

the residuals XkðXkf3
k
v;t; nZ1;.;N; tZ1;.;ugÞ;

at each site k.

3k
v;t Z yk

v;t Kfk
1;tyk

v;tK1 (2)
In Eq. (2), fk
1;t is the periodic autoregressive

parameter of order one for period t, at the kth site.

For parameter estimation, the method of moments

(Salas et al., 1980) has been used. Depending on the

complexity of the dependence structure inherent in the

historical record of the seasonal flows, any other

parsimonious linear parametric model can also be

tried for the partial pre-whitening suggested. Partial

pre-whitening of standardized streamflows is

suggested with a view to utilize the potential of the

NP model, MBB, in capturing the weak linear

dependence structure and the non-linear dependence

structure present in the residuals.

(iii) Obtain the simulated innovations, X�
k ; at each

site k, by randomly resampling the contemporaneous

blocks of residuals (Fig. 1) obtained from partial pre-

whitening stage, Bk
i ; using the MBB (Künsch, 1989)

method. In our earlier works (Srinivas and Srinivasan,

2000, 2001a,b), it is demonstrated that resampling

blocks of residuals extracted from the fitted stochastic

model at a site enables the hybrid model to simulate

temporal dependence structure at the site. Resampling

contemporaneous blocks of residuals is useful in

capturing the site-to-site cross-correlations (depen-

dence across sites).

For the purpose of resampling, we suggest using

overlapping blocks of size l, taken as an integral

multiple of the number of periods (u) within the

year. The size of the block to be chosen, primarily

depends on the structure existing in the residuals. On

the other hand, longer blocks used for resampling

residuals, may result in loss of variability in the

statistics of interest and may reduce smoothing and

extrapolation.

Let Bk
i denote the ith among the Nb over-lapping

blocks formed from the residuals extracted for the site

k, (Xk). Further, let lb represent (l/u).

Bk
i Z ð3k

i;1;.; 3k
i;u;.3k

iClbK1;1;.3k
iClbK1;uÞ

1% i%Nb;

Nb Z N K lb C1

(3)

Each of the overlapping blocks starts with the first

period in a hydrological water year. This is done

with a view to capture the within-year dependence

structure of streamflows at each site. For example,

the block sizes of residuals in monthly streamflow



Fig. 1. Contemporaneous blocks of residuals (shown in dotted boxes) that are randomly resampled with replacement to generate innovation

series. lbZ(l/u) and Nb ZNK lb C1:
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modeling context would be 12, 24, 36, and so on

(abbreviated as lZu, lZ2u, and lZ3u, and so

on). Note that when the block length l is n years

long, the overlap is (nK1) years, so that when it

is 1 year long there is no overlap. Blocks are

drawn at random with replacement from the Nb

contemporaneous blocks formed from the

residuals. The overlapping blocks corresponding

to a site k in the resampled contemporaneous

blocks are concatenated to form innovation series

at site kðX�
k ; kZ1;.nsÞ: Note that each
contemporaneous block consists of one overlap-

ping block from each one of the ns sites (Fig. 1).

Let 3k*

v;t denote an element corresponding to year v

and period t in the bootstrapped innovation series

at site k.

(iv) The bootstrapped innovation series X�
k at each

site is then ‘post-blackened’ to obtain the sequence

Zk
v;t (Eq. (4)).
zk
v;t Z fk

1;tzk
v;tK1 C3k*

v;t (4)
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Herein, to start the generation process, zk
1;0 is assumed

to be equal to zero for all k. The ‘burn-in’ or ‘warm-

up’ period is chosen to be large enough to remove any

initial bias. The elements of Zk
v;t are then inverse

standardized (using Eq. (5)) to obtain the synthetic

streamflow replicate Xk
v;t; at site k.

xk
v;t Z ðzk

v;t$sk
tÞC �qk

t (5)
2.2. Multi-site model of Tasker and Dunne (TDMM)

The modeling steps involved are as follows:

(i) Normalize the observed streamflows Qk
v;t using

appropriate normalizing transformation function ĝtð$Þ:
Let xk

v;tZ ĝtðq
k
v;tÞ for kZ1,.,ns; vZ1,.,N;

tZ1,.,u.

(ii) Standardize the normalized streamflows to

obtain Yk
v;t:

yk
v;t Z

xk
v;t K �x

k
t

zk
t

(6)

where �x
k
t and zk

t are, respectively, the sample mean and

the sample standard deviation of the transformed

streamflows ðxk
v;t; vZ1;.;NÞ for period t at the kth site.

(iii) Fit an appropriate linear periodic stochastic

model to Yk
v;t; separately to each site k. Parameter

estimation is done using method of moments (Salas

et al., 1982). Method of maximum likelihood

(Vecchia, 1985a,b) can also be used in place. Suppose

the model fitted to the standardized transformed data

is PARMA(1,1), then:

yk
v;t Z fk

1;tyk
v;tK1 Kqk

1;t3k
v;tK1 C3k

v;t (7)

In Eq. (7), fk
1;1;.;fk

1;u are the periodic autoregres-

sive parameters and qk
1;1;.; qk

1;u are the periodic

moving average parameters for the month t at the

kth site.

(iv) Extract the residuals XkðXk Z f3k
v;t; vZ1.;N;

tZ1.;ugÞ; at each site k, using Eq. (8):

k
v;t Z yk

v;t Kfk
1;tyk

v;tK1 Cqk
1;t3k

v;tK1 (8)

Herein, the starting value of 3k
v;tK1 is assumed to be

equal to zero for all k. These residuals are

supposedly nearly independent (since it is assumed

that the appropriate stochastic model is fitted in step

(iii)), but they may not be identically distributed

in time.
(v) Contemporaneous 12-month, non-overlapping

blocks of residuals are sampled with replacement to

generate innovations for each site. For each site,

the residuals for the 12 months of the same

randomly selected water year are chosen. Accord-

ing to Tasker and Dunne (1997), this is done with

a view to preserve the lag-zero cross-covariance in

the generated multi-site streamflow traces. The

preservation of the same may not be achieved, if

the block size used for resampling the contempora-

neous residuals is less than 12 months. An added

advantage of this contemporaneous resampling of

residuals is that the within-year serial correlation

structure at each site may also be reproduced since

12-month block size is used at each site.

(vi) Generate the synthetic replicates Zk
v;t (in the

transformed domain) each of size equal to that of the

observed record.

zk
v;t Z fk

1;tzk
v;tK1 Kqk

1;t3k�

v;tK1 C3k�

v;t (9)

Herein, to start the generation process, zk
1;0 is assumed

to be equal to zero for all k. The burn-in or warm-up

period is chosen to be large enough to remove any

initial bias. The elements of Zk
v;t are then inverse

standardized, followed by inverse transformation

(using Eq. (10)) to obtain the synthetic streamflow

replicate Xk
v;t; at site k

xk
v;t Z ĝK1

t ½ðzk
v;t$zk

tÞC �x
k
t� (10)

where ĝK1
t ð$Þ denotes the inverse of the normalizing

transformation function ĝtð$Þ:
It is to be noted that TDMM requires the

appropriate stochastic model (normalizing transform-

ation and model order) to be identified to fit observed

flows at the various sites. In a typical case, normal-

izing transformation and model order required may

differ from site-to-site and from season-to-season.

Fitting the most appropriate model (including trans-

formation) for all months at all sites, may not be an

easy task for a modeller, particularly with the limited

length of observed records. If the exact normalizing

transformation for each period at each site is applied,

the issue of variable degree of non-linearity arises

during the inverse transformation process, and this in

turn, may distort the contemporaneous cross-corre-

lation structure present in the observed flows between

the various sites. If transformations with lower bound



Fig. 2. Location of Gauging stations in the study region of the Cauvery river basin, India.
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are to be applied to normalize the flows, then, this may

introduce additional bias even in the summary

statistics of the simulated flows. Also, this model

may not be effective in reproducing the statistical

attributes at aggregated annual level.

The basic differences between TDMM and HMM

are: (i) HMM does not use any normalizing

transformation to the original data, while TDMM

uses normalizing transformations; (ii) HMM does

not attempt to fit the best parametric model to the data,

while TDMM does; and (iii) HMM may choose to

use an overlapping block of size u or higher

for resampling the residuals depending on
Table 1

Multi-site periodic modelling of streamflows—details of gauging stations

Name of

river basin

Location of

basin

River Gauging station Loca

statio

Cauvery Karnataka

State, India

Cauvery Chunchanakatte Abou

of KR

Hemavathi Akkihebbal Abou

of KR

reser

Lakshma-

nathirtha

Unduwadi Abou

of KR

reser

KRS, Krishnarajasagara dam (downstream key station).
the structure present in the residuals, while

TDMM uses only a non-overlapping block size of u.
3. Performance investigation

In this section, the multi-site hybrid model

(HMM) introduced, is used for the spatial simulation

of the monthly streamflows at four gauging stations

located in the upper reaches of the Cauvery river

basin, southern India (Fig. 2). Table 1 provides the

details of the gauging stations on the upper Cauvery

river and its tributaries, namely the Hemavathi
tion of gauging

n

Catchment

area (km2)

Period of

record

Mean annual

discharge

(m3/s)

t 48 km upstream

S

2966 1916–1974 91.58

t 40 km upstream

S, clear of

voir spread

5198 1916–1974 80.78

t 40 km upstream

S, clear of

voir spread

1502 1916–1974 13.47
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and the Lakshmanathirtha rivers that have been

considered for modeling. In the discussion to follow,

the gauging station at Krishnarajasagara (KRS) dam

will be referred to as the Key station and the

upstream gauging stations, namely Chunchanakatte,

Akkihebbal and Unduwadi, will be referred to as

substations. The historical unregulated monthly

streamflows at these gauging stations are available

for the period 1916–1917 to 1973–1974 from the

Water Resources Development Organization of the

Karnataka state (WRDO, 1976). In this part of

the basin, more than 90% of the annual flow occurs

during the southwest monsoon period (June to

October).

The river Cauvery rises on Brahmagiri Hills of

the Western Ghats in Coorg district of southwestern

Karnataka State, India at an elevation of about

1275 m (above MSL). It flows in a southeasterly

direction across the plateau of Mysore through the

states of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu and confluences

with the Bay of Bengal in the state of Tamil Nadu

(Fig. 3). Just upstream of the KRS dam, the Cauvery

is joined by two tributaries, the Hemavathi and

the Lakshmanathirtha. This dam has been under
Fig. 3. Index map of the Cau
operation since 1931 with a live storage capacity of

about 1258.6 Million m3. One more dam has been

constructed on the tributary Hemavathi and it is in

operation since the early 1980s with a live storage

capacity is about 962 Million m3 (Srinivasan et al.,

1992). These two dams serve the irrigation demands

of the region for two seasons in a water year (June to

May). The streamflows in the upper basin sites

display strong cross-correlation structures. More-

over, the marginal distribution of streamflows in a

few months exhibit bi-modality. The dry and the wet

periods within the water year are well defined owing

to the monsoon climate.

In this study, the hybrid multi-site model proposed

(HMM) is fitted to the streamflow data of the upper

cauvery basin in southern India. The parametric

constituent of this model is PAR(1) with no

transformation and the parameter estimation is done

using the method of moments (Salas et al., 1980). The

NP constituent is the MBB with LZ2u (Z24

months). The results from this model are compared

with those from the recently proposed multi-site

stochastic model of Tasker and Dunne (TDMM,

1997). For TDMM, the best low-order linear model,
very river basin, India.



Fig. 4. Preservation of the mean monthly streamflows for the river Lakshmanathirtha at station Unduwadi by (a) Tasker and Dunne’s multi-site

model (TDMM) and (b) hybrid multi-site model (HMM) graphed using box plots: a line in the middle of the box represents median. The

historical statistic is represented by a circle, and the mean of the generated statistic over 500 replicates is represented by a solid square. The solid

line that joins the circles indicates the historical trend, while the dotted line connecting the solid squares depicts the mean synthetic trend.
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PAR(2), (from among PAR(1), PAR(2) and

PARMA(1,1)), was fitted to the standardized monthly

streamflows. The Wilson–Hilferty transformation was

adopted for normalizing the streamflows (out of the

standard transformations considered), based on the

diagnostic checking of the residuals.
3.1. Preservation of summary statistics

The mean monthly flows (MMF) at each station

are well reproduced by both TDMM and HMM,

though TDMM shows some inflation in the

preservation of the mean flows for December and

May months in case of the river Lakshmanathirtha
Fig. 5. Preservation of the standard deviation of monthly streamflows f

between (a) Tasker and Dunne’s multi-site model (TDMM) and (b) hybri
(Fig. 4). The standard deviations of observed flows

are not reproduced by TDMM in quite a few

months, while HMM shows a consistent perform-

ance. For brevity, preservation of the statistic at

Lakshmanathirtha and the aggregate (key) site KRS

are shown (Figs. 5 and 6).

At the aggregated annual level, the mean flow is

well reproduced by both TDMM and HMM (not

shown for brevity). However, it is evident from Fig. 7

that TDMM underpredicts the standard deviation of

observed aggregated annual flows at the gauging

stations Akkihebbal, Chunchanakatte and the key site

KRS, while HMM is seen to reproduce the statistic at

all stations.
or the river Lakshmanathirtha at station Unduwadi: a comparison

d multi-site model (HMM).



Fig. 6. Preservation of the standard deviation of monthly streamflows for the river Cauvery at station Krishnarajasagara dam: a comparison

between (a) Tasker and Dunne’s multi-site model (TDMM) and (b) hybrid multi-site model (HMM).
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Fig. 8 compares the performance of the models

in reproducing skewness of the monthly flows. Both

models are seen to reproduce the skewness of

monthly streamflows fairly well, except in June. At

the aggregated annual level, TDMM underpredicts

the skewness considerably at all stations. In

contrast, it is interesting to note that HMM is able

to reproduce the statistic satisfactorily at all

stations, despite no normalizing transformation

being applied. It is worth mentioning here that

HMM is gaining from its NP constituent (MBB), in

reproducing the skewness at both monthly and

aggregated annual levels. This is because, at the

pre-whitening stage, HMM uses a simple PAR(1)

model without any normalizing transformation.

Hence, much of the skewness structure of observed

flows is retained in the residuals that are sub-

sequently modeled by MBB (see Hybrid Effect in

Srinivas and Srinivasan, 2001a). On the other hand,

TDMM is relying entirely on its normalizing

transformation (Wilson–Hilferty transformation)

for modeling skewness at monthly level, like

parametric models. Hence, TDMM is able to

reproduce skewness at monthly level, but not at

the aggregated annual level.
Fig. 7. Preservation of the standard deviation of observed flows at

the aggregated annual level for the rivers: a comparison between (a)

Tasker’s and Dunne’s multi-site model (TDMM) and (b) hybrid

multi-site model (HMM). HA, Hemavathi at Akkihebbal; CC,

Cauvery at Chunchanakatte; LU, Lakshmanathirtha at Unduwadi;

CK, Cauvery at KRS.
3.2. Preservation of marginal distributions

Fig. 9 shows a typical marginal distribution plot

for July month which is characterized by high

streamflows in a water year. It may be noted from

the figure that HMM preserves the peak density of
the marginal distribution of historical flows faith-

fully, at all stations, while TDMM overpredicts the

same. However, TDMM, in general, offers more

smoothing in simulations compared to HMM.

Moreover, historical streamflows at two of the

gauging stations being considered exhibited bi-

modality in February, March and April months.

Both TDMM and HMM simulated bi-modality

observed in historical streamflows fairly well (not

shown due to lack of space).



Fig. 8. Preservation of the skewness of observed streamflows at monthly and aggregated annual levels: a comparison between (a) TDMM and

(b) HMM. Notation HA-1 on X-axis indicated skew at station HA for the June month of hydrologic water year. Months are numbered according

to the water year (1ZJune, 2ZJuly,.,8ZJanuary, 9ZFebruary,.,12ZMay), whereas annual time step is denoted by the number 13.

HA, Hemavathi at Akkihebbal; CC, Cauvery at Chunchanakatte; LU, Lakshmanathirtha at Unduwadi; CK, Cauvery at KRS.
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In case of the proposed HMM which blends both

parametric and NP models, the smoothing and

extrapolation in simulations is limited when applied

to periodic data. This is the limitation that arises

due to shortcomings of MBB (NP constituent of

HMM), which requires resampling residuals in large

blocks to effectively capture dependence structure in

historical flows. As the extrapolation offered by

HMM is rather limited, the chance of encountering

negative values is very less, except for the months

where minimum historical flow value is zero (or

near zero). It is suggested that the negative values

generated by HMM be treated as zero as done in

parametric models. Herein, it is worth mentioning

that negative flows are not synthesized by raw NP
models such as MBB and k-NN, as these models do

not offer any smoothing or extrapolation. In

contrast, parametric models could generate exces-

sive number of negative flows because of the

transformation effects and the tremendous smooth-

ing and extrapolation offered by those models. The

problem with parametric models is exacerbated

when the historical record comprises of all zero

(or near zero) flow values in one or more months of

a water year. This situation is quite feasible in

ephemeral rivers in arid climate, which are charac-

terized by long dry periods.

For the data set being considered for the study,

HMM could generate reasonable extrema below

historical minimum value. However, the extrapolation



Fig. 9. Preservation of marginal distribution of July flows: a comparison between TDMM and HMM. The dots below the box plots denote the

observed flow values. The continuous line connecting the boxes represents the historical trend, while dashed line connecting the boxes depicts

the mean synthetic trend of the statistic of concern. (a) Unduwadi; (b) Chunchanakatte; (c) Akkihebbal; and (d) KRS.
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beyond historical maxima was found to be very

minimal especially for months with high skewness. It

is hoped that a better strategy for resampling residuals

extracted from pre-whitening stage would help the

hybrid model proposed in this paper to overcome the

limitation regarding extrapolation and smoothing in

simulations.
3.3. Preservation of dependence structure

The monthly lag-zero site-to-site cross-correlations

are reproduced by both models (Fig. 10), though

HMM performs better. At the aggregated annual level,

TDMM shows some underestimation in the preser-

vation of the lag-zero site-to-site cross-correlations,

while HMM is seen to be good at reproducing
the same (Fig. 10). However, HMM is able to

reproduce the lag-1 site-to-site cross-correlations

(Fig. 11) (though with some deflation), as a result of

using overlapping blocks of size lZ2u for residual

resampling. On the contrary, TDMM is not able to

preserve the lag-one cross-correlations, as expected.

The serial correlation structure of periodic stream-

flows and month-to-annual cross-correlations are well

reproduced by both the models, though HMM shows

marginally better performance than TDMM (figures

are not shown for brevity). The non-linear dependence

(expressed through state-dependent correlations) is

not found to be significant for the rivers considered for

modeling in the upper Cauvery basin system. Hence,

reproduction of state-dependent correlations is not

presented herein.



Fig. 10. Preservation of lag-zero site-to-site cross-correlations between flows observed at different stations at both monthly and aggregated

annual (Ann.) levels: a comparison between TDMM and HMM. River basin: Cauvery, India. Akki, Akkihebbal; Chuk, Chunchanakatte;

Undu, Unduwadi; KRS, aggregate site.
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Fig. 11. Preservation of lag-one site-site cross-correlation of observed flows: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM. Note that among

the two sites mentioned in plots, the second site is being lagged by 1 month. Akki, Akkihebbal; Chuk, Chunchanakatte; Undu, Unduwadi; KRS,

aggregate site.
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3.4. Preservation of drought characteristics

In the multi-site streamflow modeling context, it is

often of interest to examine the ability of a stochastic

model to reproduce the critical and the mean run

characteristics. Such analysis is believed to provide

useful input to regional drought analysis and ade-

quately assess system sensitivity and plan for the

operation of reservoirs in a river basin system for the

likely future drought scenarios. In the multi-site

context, a run is said to begin at a point in time

when the flows at all the stations are below their

respective truncation levels and is supposed to

terminate when the flow at any station becomes

greater than the truncation level at that station

(Yevjevich, 1972; Haltiner, 1985).

The multi-site run-sum for a particular run is

defined as: siZ
Pns

kZ1 sk
i ; wherein i denotes the run

number, k refers to the station number and ns
Fig. 12. Graphical representation of multi-site run characteristics: xk
0 is trun

volume at site k for ith run; qk
v;t is flow at station k for year v and period
represents the total number of stations being

modeled. It should be noted that the run-sum for

an event i, sk
i ; at a given site k represents only that

portion of the total deficit at that site that occurs

during the time when all sites considered have flows

below their respective truncation levels (Haltiner,

1985). Fig. 12 presents the pictorial description of

the same. Herein, the truncation levels have been

chosen as percentages of the historical MMF

(50–100% MMF at intervals of 5% MMF). The

run characteristics considered for the evaluation of

the relative performance of the two models are: (i)

maximum run length (MARL); (ii) maximum run

sum (MARS); (iii) mean run length (MERL); and

(iv) mean run sum (MERS).

Let dli denote the length and si denote the volume

of water below a specified monthly truncation level

(i.e. deficit volume in Million m3) for the ith negative

run. Then, the aforementioned run characteristics can
cation level for site k; dli is the length of ith run; sk
i represents deficit

t and t is time axis.
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be expresses as

MARL Z max½dl1;.; dlNR�; (11)

MARS Z max½s1;.; sNR�; (12)

MERL Z

XNR

iZ1

dli

NR
(13)

MERS Z

XNR

iZ1

si

NR
(14)
Fig. 13. Preservation of historical critical run characteristics based on mon
where NR denotes the total number of runs in the flow

sequence (historical/synthetic).

Fig. 13 compares the performance of TDMM and

HMM in reproducing the critical run characteristics. It

is evident that neither of the models is consistent in

reproducing the critical run length at all truncations,

though HMM is seen to be relatively better.

Furthermore, TDMM is not able to model the critical

run sum, while HMM exhibits a reasonable perform-

ance (Fig. 13). From Fig. 14, it may be noted that

HMM is more consistent in reproducing MERL, than

TDMM. Moreover, TDMM consistently underpre-

dicts the historical MERS, while HMM is seen to be

good at reproducing the same. However, both
thly truncations: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.



Fig. 14. Preservation of historical mean run characteristics based on monthly truncations: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.
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the models could simulate the number of runs in

the historical record fairly well, which is not shown

here for brevity. The better performance of HMM can

be mainly attributed to the better reproduction of

cross-correlations (Figs. 10 and 11).

It is felt that the definition of run provided by

Haltiner (1985) may not be effective in reflecting the

severity of droughts with increase in the number of

sites considered for modeling, particularly for rivers

that experience low flows over considerable periods

of the year (as in the Cauvery basin). This is because,

the truncation levels in the low flow months are low

and even a small increase in monthly inflows at any

one of the stations modeled would imply end of the

dry flow run, which may not be realistic at all. The

frequency of encountering such a situation is high
in the dry flow periods and as a result of this, the

criticality of run characteristics appears to be much

lower than that in reality. Future research needs to

evolve a more appropriate and realistic definition of

run that should be able to identify the true beginning

and the termination of drought, in the context of

(multi-site) periodic streamflows. The works of

Herbst et al. (1966) and Tallaksen et al. (1997)

may provide some lead in this direction. However, in

this study, no such attempt is made to refine the

definition of run. In any case, to gain a better idea of

the performance of the models in reproducing the

critical and the mean run characteristics, two more

scenarios are considered, wherein the accumulation

of the run characteristics (run length and run sum)

are done with a view to minimize the errors of
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underestimation owing to the identification of

unrealistic interruptions of the runs.

The first scenario considers a water year to be

consisting of three seasons (i.e. each season is 4 months

long) for the sake of drought analysis. Accordingly,

truncation levels are defined as percentage of the

historical mean seasonal flows (MSF) (50–100% MSF

at intervals of 5% MSF). The performance of the two

multi-site monthly streamflow models in reproducing

the run characteristics at the aggregated seasonal level

is compared in Figs. 15 and 16. Herein, it is to be noted

that both critical and MERLs are reported in terms of

months. This is done with a view to appreciate the

extent of differences in the estimation of the run

characteristics between month-based and season-
Fig. 15. Preservation of historical critical run characteristics based on seas
based truncations. As expected, the seasonal analysis

of runs has resulted in more severe droughts (Figs. 15

and 16) than those that had resulted from the analysis at

monthly level (Figs. 13 and 14). Here too, TDMM is

not able to model the historical MARS and bias is seen

in MERL at a few truncation levels. Furthermore, the

historical MERS is underestimated at all the lower and

intermediate truncation levels. In contrast, HMM is

able to reproduce all the run characteristics fairly well.

The HMM is seen to be better than TDMM in

reproducing number of runs as well (Fig. 17).

The second scenario considers the water year to be

consisting of eight periods, for the purpose of drought

analysis. The first seven periods are of 1 month

duration each (June to December), while the eighth
onal truncations: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.



Fig. 16. Preservation of historical mean run characteristics based on seasonal truncations: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.
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period is assumed to comprise of aggregated flow of

last five dry months (January to May). Here too,

TDMM is not able to model historical MARS

(Fig. 18). Moreover, historical MERL and MERS

are also not reproduced at most of the truncation

levels (Fig. 19). In contrast, HMM exhibits a

reasonable performance in reproducing the critical

run characteristics (Fig. 18), and is able to reproduce

the mean run characteristics very well (Fig. 19).
4. Summary and conclusions

A new hybrid stochastic model, termed Hybrid

Moving block bootstrap Multi-site model (HMM), has

been introduced for simulating multi-site multi-

season streamflows. This model uses a parsimonious

periodic parametric model without any normalizing
transformation (PAR(1)NT) for partial pre-whitening

of streamflows at each site. Then, the resulting

residuals are resampled contemporaneously using

MBB (NP method), with a view to reproduce site-

to-site cross-correlations.

The performance of HMM in modeling the multi-

site periodic streamflows is compared with that of

Tasker and Dunne’s multi-site model (TDMM) in

reproducing a wide range of statistical attributes and

multi-site drought characteristics. The hybrid model is

seen to exhibit a better performance compared to

TDMM in reproducing critical and mean multi-site

drought characteristics apparently due to the better

reproduction of summary statistics, marginal distri-

bution features, cross-correlations and annual

dependence.

By its very construct, the hybrid model is quite

simple to implement and it offers enough flexibility to



Fig. 18. Preservation of historical critical run characteristics for the second scenario: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.

Fig. 17. Preservation of historical number of runs based on seasonal truncations: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.
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Fig. 19. Preservation of historical mean run characteristics for the second scenario: a comparison between (a) TDMM and (b) HMM.
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the modeler for decision making in water resources

studies. Several avenues should be explored further to

refine this attempt to streamflow modeling. Although

the hybrid model presented in this paper uses a simple

PAR(1) model for partial pre-whitening of stream-

flows at each site and MBB for contemporaneous

resampling of the residuals, other hybrid variants may

also be tried. The HMM considers the block size of

residuals for contemporaneous resampling to be an

integral multiple of the number of periods in a

hydrological water year. Especially, if long block

sizes are used for resampling the residuals, variety and

smoothing in the simulations may get reduced, which

in turn, lessens the spread in the simulated run

characteristics, thus affecting the design decisions.

The modeler needs to exercise caution in this regard.

The kinds of box plots used herein, would be helpful

in deciding the block size. However, for resampling
the residuals, if a better NP method can be identified,

the hybrid model may offer better simulations

especially from variety, smoothing and extrapolation

points of view. Research in this direction is in

progress.
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